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For companies that need more than “just the components,”
Stylmark is a versatile manufacturer that creates the spectrum of
essential elements – to create comprehensive and distinctive lifestyle
environments.
ManuFacturing

Stylmark’s state-of-the-art manufacturing capabilities allow for metal
fabrication, curving, anodizing and assembly all under one roof.
in addition to a broad range of aluminum extrusions for which we
are well known, we also work with various other materials, such as
stainless and mild steel. Our automated equipment, including robotic
welding and high-speed machining centers, is equally effective on
small and large quantity orders.
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curving
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Stylmark is able to curve virtually all of our products to meet your
radius requirements, enabling us to create a product that is as unique
as your application.

“From a quality and product performance standpoint, very little risk is involved in
specifying Stylmark” - Steven Derwoed, Callison
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c O l O r & F i n i Sh

P r O g r a M M a nag e M e n t

We offer hundreds of color and finish
combinations and can also custom match
specified colors. in addition to anodizing, we
offer low vOc liquid painting or can have
your product powder coated to achieve the
exact look you desire.

Stylmark’s team of program managers will lend
its expertise to ensure high-quality products
and timely delivery. Working with our program
management team will facilitate the development
process by reducing lead-times and streamlining
implementations.

Our experienced design and engineering team
will ensure your design comes to life with the
quality you expect from Stylmark. Whether
you’re looking for a slight variation of an existing
Stylmark product or have an entirely new product
idea, we will work closely with your design staff
at every stage of the project to create the perfect
environment to meet your needs.
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DeSign
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Stylmark has added lighted signage products & graphic displays
to our capabilities with the acquisition of Clearr Corporation, an
established world leader in the field of high-impact graphic display
products. Stylmark’s graphic solutions product line includes a broad
offering of backlit displays & light boxes, poster frames, edgelit
displays, and frameless fabric displays.

BaC k l i t D i Sp l ayS a n D l ig h t B ox e S

Stylmark backlit displays and light boxes are available in wall-mount,
recessed, and double-sided units, in a wide variety of sizes and
finishes to meet any display need. Stylmark backlit display products
are utilized in retail environments, trade show exhibits, sports venues,
airports, and many other types of display environments worldwide.
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l e D l ig h t B ox e S
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Stylmark’s ultra-slim profile leD light box offers superb illumination
and aesthetics that provide exceptional visual impact to any graphic
communication. available single-sided or double-sided, these leD
light boxes may be suspended from the ceiling or mounted on
pedestals for independent placement.

“in our industry, Stylmark is considered an elite company due to the high quality of
their products.” – Thad Peacock, Warwick Products

FrameleSS FaBriC DiSplayS

graphiC FrameS

Stylmark’s selection of frameless fabric displays
takes your images “to the edge”, eliminating the
conventional “framed in” look. StretchFrame™
is a non-lit version providing a unique graphic
presentation in any size. Stretchlite™ is for large
illuminated display applications within any retail
environment.

printFrame™ from Stylmark displays your posters
and printed graphics simply and stylishly. its
spring tension, easy-open feature makes insertions
a “snap” and hold graphics firmly in place. The wide
variety of styles and finishes ensures it will integrate
nicely into your display decor, providing an elegant
complement to your graphic presentation.

tranSparenCy FrameS

another graphic frame option from Stymark is
The a-Frame.™ The frame flips open on all four
sides for easy graphic changes. This portable
poster display collapses and is easy to carry.

our aluminum and steel transparency frames
hold graphics between two glazing panels and can
be backlit to dramatically highlight your product
or message. Seam-free hinged frames swing open
to make changing images easy, and a push-release
latch or lock holds the frame closed.
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The Shops at ARIA
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Stylmark offers sturdy, high quality fitting room systems that are
designed to fit together easily and quickly to allow for rapid field
installation. With the flexibility of our post-and-panel system,
you can create unique, cost-effective modular designs in numerous
store areas.
FiTTing rooMS
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Stylmark fitting room systems work beautifully with our mirror
framing and mirror kits, particularly our Slim lit Mirror. and because
it all comes from Stylmark, you can choose from our full library of
colors and finishes to create a visually pleasing fitting
room environment.
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“Stylmark helps us build more of a brand experience for
clients through color.” - Dan Hauser, Interbrand

Mirror FraMing

Mirror KiTS

Mirrors framed by Stylmark have clean lines
that provide a subtle decorative accent to any
area. and because they’re from Stylmark, you
can depend on a product that’s designed to give
years of trouble-free service. our mirror products
include Tri-Vue Mirrors, mirror frames, mirror
trims and wardrobe doors. Mirror product components can be ordered in 3.66m length,
or fabricated to your size specifications.

Mirror Kits from Stylmark come fully glazed and
ready to install. available in standard or triple pane
sizes with or without back-lighting, these mirrors
expand the visual space of any room while providing elegant functionality.
SliM liT Mirror
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our new slim lit mirror from Stylmark comes ready
to install. Designed to extend only 76.2mm from
the wall, these mirrors expand the visual space of
any room while providing elegant functionality.
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Stylmark has expanded our product offerings to include distinctive
retail displays such as specialty fixtures & displays, as well as
complete store environments and decorative ceiling treatments that
deliver in-store impact and a superior retail experience.
´
decOr
packageS

a well-designed décor package can enhance the overall store
appearance while increasing your brand presentation. Stylmark
expertise lies in custom designing and creating the perfect package
that will enhance your overall store appearance and environment.
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decOratIve ceIlIng treatmentS
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Stylmark’s decorative ceiling treatments define a selling space
by lowering the ceiling of specific areas to highlight signature
departments. Stylmark offers several product lines of decorative
ceiling treatments that include truss systems, c-grid™, wood
and metal canopies.

“Whenever I get a new project, I always know what I’ll get
from Stylmark – from the lead time they’ll need to deliver,
to the product quality.” - Todd Weitzman, Display Craft
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SpecIalty FIxtureS & dISplayS

trIm maker®

In additon to our existing line of premium
retail display cases and retail shelving products,
Stylmark offers a variety of specialty store
displays to create the exact environment and
store appearance you are looking for. Our
specialty fixtures include pOS displays, kiosks
and merchandising displays.

With Stylmark’s trim maker®, you can easily add
accent to walls, ceilings, soffits and columns.
trim maker® is available in hundreds of shape,
color and finish combinations. you can also
group shapes to create your own look or work with
our engineers to design a shape that’s perfect for
your unique application. Installation is simple. Just
secure the base and snap the trim into place.

aISle dIrectOrIeS
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Stylmark also offers a full line of outriggers and
aisle directories to complete your stores overall
branding message.
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Host Atlanta Beauty Lounge
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Each Stylmark shelving system is designed to elegantly display
your merchandise and place the focus squarely on your products.
Stylmark’s shelving products have clean lines that provide an
attractive accent to any area. Constructed of aluminum or stainless
steel, these elegant framed shelves are available with or without lights.
LED SHELvES
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Stylmark was one of the first companies to integrate LED lighting into
its established line of shelving products. You can feel confident that an
LED shelving system from Stylmark will provide a worry free solution
to your display needs. Choose either the slim profile of the LED
Power Track Shelf or LED Low Profile Reflector, which both offer
efficient installation options for down lighting.
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“When i request that they solve a problem, they’ll do whatever they can to do so and
meet the client’s needs.” – Miho Koshido, JGA

Detroit Institute of Art Museum
Photography by Laszlo Regos Photography

LED SHELf EDgE LigHT
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Just added to Stylmark’s LED shelving options
is the LED Shelf Edge Light, a versatile solution
for lighting existing shelving and cabinet
displays used in retail environments. Available
in Stylmark’s wide variety of colors and finishes,
the LED Shelf Edge Light can blend into your
décor. Options include attaching to the edge of
glass shelves or to under-shelf or under-cabinet
applications, the LED Shelf Edge Light can be
utilized in new designs or added to improve the
lighting of existing displays.
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Radiance - ARIA Resort & Casino
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Showcase systems offer a wide selection of framing, lighting and
door options that allow you to integrate the components of your
choice into a custom showcase to meet your exact specifications. Our
experience in showcases has also enabled us to perfect the alignment
of each component into curved, clipped, or straight configurations.
ShOwc a Se F r a m e S
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Our customized aluminum showcase frames were created with the
customer in mind. Showcase frames are available in virtually any
color and finish. Top and bottom frames are welded, providing
unsurpassed security and stability. Stylmark can apply a mitered
finish to the corners to enhance the overall look. Stainless steel
cases are built to designer specification, creating a one-of-a-kind
showcase.
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rOlling DOOrS

ShOwcaSe lighTing

For over 50 years the Stylmark rolling door has
been recognized as the finest in the industry. These
doors move effortlessly at the touch of a finger,
while adding security to your showcases. They
feature anti-jump, security rolling hardware, which
engages the door bottom to flanges on the track and
prohibits removal of the door when it is locked.
Should your design require hinged doors, be
assured that Stylmark can provide these with the
same level of quality.

Draw customers to the light and let your product
sell itself with Stylmark showcase lighting.
Designed to enhance Stylmark’s established line
of aluminum and steel showcase components,
our reflectors and spotlights achieve a clean,
streamlined look while efficiently managing heat
output. with several reflector profiles and lamp
sources to choose from, you’re sure to find the
exact light to meet your needs.
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“Stylmark recommended options and ways to help improve
how we execute for our stores.” - Sarah Phillips, SuperValu
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Stylmark offers a variety of products that are custom tailored for
framing and partition applications, including WallMaker® interior
wall systems, Porsa™ framing system, post & panel and door frames.
We utilize our color and design expertise to integrate these products
into their surroundings, giving an attractive and inviting appearance.
This ensures the products you order will fit perfectly into both new
and existing environments.
Wa l l M a k e r ®

Create an unlimited variety of bright, beautiful and secure interior
environments with the easy-to-install Stylmark WallMaker glass
wall system. This versatile system consists of headers, sills, mullions,
and corner assemblies that allow you to create a multitude of glass
wall configurations.
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GlaSS CliPS
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Stylmark’s glass clips provide added strength to interior glass walls by
holding the panels of glass in line with one another. a number of city
building codes require clips prior to occupancy, and Stylmark’s glass
clips fulfill these requirements. The clean, simple lines of our clips
also enhance the appearance of glass walls, and they can be ordered
in a variety of colors and finishes to complement your Wallmaker
system.

“With Stylmark creating the entire structure as opposed to just the components,
there’s consistency across the board.” – Dan Hauser, Interbrand

PorSa™ FraMinG SySTeM

s

Porsa™ is the only aluminum extrusion framing
system that accepts 12.7mm thick in-fill panels,
making it ideal for office systems, wall units and
other applications requiring strength, stability
and dependability.
PoST and Panel

door FraMeS

door frames are designed to hold a single pane
of glass for use in wall cabinets or recessed
display cases. Stylmark door frames blend
maximum durability and style to create a
dynamic visual display sure to capture customers’
attention.
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Stylmark post and panel systems are timeless in
design. They feature all aluminum components
that can be mixed and matched to give the look
you are trying to achieve. The post and panel
system is designed modularly, allowing for
easy installation, changeability and structural
integrity.
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